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Our first week back for Early Years, Reception and Y6 has been an
outstanding success. Reception live in the ‘Orange Kingdom’ and will
challenge anyone who tries to enter without getting permission from
Queen Davies or Queen Tucker! Early Years are enjoying the outside areas
to the full and Y6 have been sketching the building, running a daily mile and
enjoying being back in the building for their learning.
Remote learning via Office 365 and Zoom continues to be delivered to
those classes who are unable to return as of yet. This week’s Fosse Friday
Activity is an opportunity to tell us about your favourite animal or pet. This
can be a painting, picture, sculpture or designing a home for an animal –
photos to follow next week!
Year 3 Art have started their topic on painting a picture. They have looked
at Wassily Kandinski this week, which involved colour mixing and you can
see more via this presentation. Year 2 have been making cat models having
read Jamil’s Clever Cat – can see these here.

Patramus points earned
this week:

We are taking all reasonable steps to ensure the safety of staff and pupils
who have returned this week, with temperatures being taken for all on
arrival, social distancing reminders, handwashing/hand sanitizers being
readily available and used. This link provides guidance for parents on what
to do if a child shows any of the symptoms or signs.

Penshurst

342

Scotney

274

Chartwell

255

Hever

235

Chef Jane has created outstanding picnic lunches and snacks throughout
the week and she is planning on being even more creative next week!
Thank for all the positive feedback received from parents this week – it is
much appreciated!
Have a lovely weekend.
Best wishes
Miss Cordingley

As usual communication is key! If you need help with anything regarding lessons
or work set please contact your child’s teacher. If you have a technical issue
please email office@fossebankschool.co.uk

Many happy returns this
week to the following people:
Erin – Y3
Conrad – Y6
Clarissa – Y5
Mr Tipler

